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Father, please grant that this may be a time when we can frankly open our hearts before You and can ask 

and receive answers to our questions, one by one. You raised us individually and loved us truly. Please 

forgive those who were unaware of this. At this time, Father, You are truly loving us. Therefore, before 

anything else, we want to become people who can receive Your love. This relationship of love cannot be 

exchanged for even heaven and earth, and please allow us to cherish it with our lives. 

 

In doing so, permit us to know, as we five our lives hereafter, that You love us eternally with the  

unchanging love of a Father. Before such a Father, is there anything we could give that could possibly 

repay You for that love? Do we have anything from our past, from the current stage of our life, or even 

the heart that brought us to attend this gathering? Do we have anything that can show our love for You, be 

it even a note that expresses that love? 

 

If we do not have such a thing, we should bear in mind once again that we are the ones who violated Your 

love, we are the treacherous sons and daughters who betrayed Your love, and we are the traitors who sold 

Your eternal love to Satan's world. Have our hands ever returned love to You, Father? Have our feet ever 

done so? When we come to realize on our own that our bodies cannot do this and that our minds have 

failed to become Your eternal resting place, we come to feel that we are not qualified to love You, Father, 

and to serve You as our Father. 

 

Father, please allow us to feel once again that, because we are in such a position, we are afraid to tell You 

that we love You. Our eyes have tried to gaze at You, Father, centering on our own ideal; and with our 

own perception, faculty of knowledge, and standard of intellect, our mouths have told our stories and 



 

 

made entreaties before You. We have tried to pursue our own ideals before You, Father, but when we 

consider the fact that You cannot stand in the position of our ideals, Father, we earnestly pray that You 

will allow us to repent for our ignorance. 

 

At this time, allow us to realize and feel on our own that, though we made our way here with complete 

devotion and a loyal heart, thinking that You were above us, the truth is, Father, that You are under our 

feet. Therefore, please allow us to realize once again that we must become people who experience, deep 

in the marrow of our bones, a faith that brings us to lament over the shame we feel and cannot hide. We 

know that You have become a pitiful Father who cannot stand before all people and guide them. We are 

also aware that there are many people who are calling out to You thoughtlessly, not knowing that You are 

walking with weary steps, immersed in despair, with nothing to lean on. 

 

We must absolutely know that, even so, Father, You forget about Your pitiful and desperate situation and 

go forth, overcoming everything to save even one life. Please allow us to understand that Your many 

difficult trials, which cannot be fathomed or felt through our emotions or in our cells, are buried within 

this history. Furthermore, allow us to realize once again that we are undutiful children who cannot be 

easily forgiven, even after thousands of years, because we failed to reveal the stories of Your hardships. 

Please grant that we may become Your children, who can resonate with Your internal emotions deep in 

our hearts and, at the same time, grasp the many buried secrets of history. 

 

Father, when we come to know about these circumstances related to You, we should become children 

who feel ourselves unworthy to handle Your situation; children who are eager to offer our entire selves 

before Your compassionate love, Father; and children who can call You "Father" with a sadness 

surpassing that of losing our parents, losing Heaven, and losing everything in the world. Otherwise we 

cannot enter the realm of Heaven's restoration, and we sincerely and earnestly hope and pray that You 

will allow us to know this clearly. 

 

Paul told the Ephesians, "Grace be with all who have an undying love for our Lord Jesus Christ." Have 

we ever been unchanging? Though we spent the last decade within the gates of the Unification Church, 

crying for the heart of our Father, it was our habit to change constantly. In a single day, we changed tens 

of times and hundreds of times. Because we could not help but be so faithless, we could not sympathize 

with You on Your path. Therefore we sincerely hope and pray, Father, that You will allow this hour to be 

one in which we clearly realize that we need to become children who can lament our past, who can ask 

You to bind us again in heart with You, and who can raise ourselves toward You, Father, whenever we 

stumble. 

 

Father, before we speak of Your love, allow us to understand what Your circumstances are like at this 

time. Before we speak of what Your present situation is like, allow us to become children who are aware 

that You faced countless situations in the past that were even more wretched. When we look at ourselves, 

permit us to know how shameful we are before You, our Father, and we sincerely hope and pray that You 

will grant us the understanding that we need to become people who can comfort You. 

 

This has been a time when the members of the Unification Church have set out on their march under our 

new historical motto toward this city of Seoul and toward other parts of Korea. Therefore we earnestly 

ask and hope, beloved Father, that You will form a new and strong historical bond of heart with them, and 

that You will allow them to newly determine deep in their hearts the direction they should follow and the 

guidelines they should live by from now on. We entrust all that remains after this hour to You, Father, 

and earnestly hope that You will take personal dominion over it. I offer all these words in the holy name 

of True Parents. Aju! 


